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Abstract— We present a detailed study of the potential impact of
BGP peering session attacks and the resulting exploitation of Route
Flap Damping (RFD) that cause network-wide routing disruptions.
We consider canonical grid as well as down-sampled realistic
Autonomous System (AS) topologies and address the impact of
various typical service provider routing policies. Our modeling
focuses on three dimensions of routing performance sensitivity: (a)
Protocol aware attacks (e.g., tuned to RFD), (b) Route selection
policy, and (c) Attack-region topology. Analytical results provide
insights into the nature of the problem and potential impact of
the attacks. Detailed packet-level simulation results complement
the analytical models and provide many additional insights into
specific protocol interactions and timing issues. Finally, we quantify
the potential effect of the BGP Graceful Restart mechanism as
a partial mitigation of the BGP vulnerability to peering session
attacks.

Index Terms— Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), BGP Security,
Route Flap Damping (RFD), Internet Routing Protocol Security,
Routing Policy, Realistic Topology, Performance Modeling, BGP
Graceful Restart.

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a growing apprehension in governments and the
Internet industry that there are potentially significant vulner-
abilities [1]-[17] in the deployed Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) routing system [18][19]. While to date there have been
few, if any, serious focused attacks on the BGP infrastructure,
researchers speculate and debate the potential of targeted attacks
to trigger large scale, potentially cascading, failures and persis-
tent instability in the global routing system [2]-[12]. In response
to this situation, numerous proposals have been developed that
attempt to provide varying levels of protection and assurance
to various aspects of BGP’s operation [20]-[23]. Each of these
proposals implicitly embodies a somewhat different view of the
attributes of the problem space and the practical constraints
of the solution space. Unfortunately, the lack of a shared
understanding of both the risks associated with focused attacks
and the cost-benefit tradeoffs of various mitigation techniques
will likely doom prospects for the rapid development and wide
spread adoption of a comprehensive set of solutions. It may
also be noted that there are some efforts to even fundamentally
rethink the design of BGP and the control plane design from a
security point of view [24][25].
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To date, most modeling and analysis of BGP behavior under
threatening scenarios has focused on post mortem analysis of
global routing tables during worm and virus attacks of Internet
hosts [26]-[28]. Unfortunately (or fortunately, depending upon
one’s perspective), there are no known live data or traces from
large-scale attacks that were targeted at BGP itself. In order
to fill this void, we have developed a simulation capability
to model large scale attacks specifically focused on the BGP
infrastructure. Our goal is to conduct “what if” analyses of
yet unseen attacks and to develop means to characterize the
impact of various attacks on a distributed BGP routing system.
Of particular interest is the discovery of potential global emer-
gent behaviors (e.g., cascading failures, persistent oscillations,
permanently degraded routing) induced by successful local
attacks, and the identification and evaluation of new BGP threat
scenarios. We have extended the SSFNet BGP simulation mod-
eling tools [29][30] to include an attack-modeling framework
capable of generating arbitrary attacks with parameterized form,
intensity, behavior, extent and duration. In addition, we have
developed metrics and an attack analysis framework capable of
characterizing the impact of successful attacks in terms of their
effects on global routing and the detailed operation of the BGP
protocol [16][31].

Our simulation tool has the capability to simulate several
hundreds of Autonomous Systems (AS). The AS-level topology
can be a canonical grid or mesh, or a down-sampled realistic
topology. In this paper, we study the impact of focused BGP
peering session attacks and present simulation and analytical
results. Through these results, it is revealed that malicious
attackers could exploit Route Flap Damping (RFD) mechanisms
to amplify the duration of AS-to-AS or AS-to-prefix isolations.
RFD is a method for receiver side route monitoring and sup-
pression in the event of frequent updates [32][33]. However, that
benefit has the flipside in that by sustained peering session at-
tacks into various BGP sessions in an AS-path or into a portion
of a network with many AS paths, attackers can cause isolation
of ASs at the two ends of the attack region. We show that this
potentially is a serious type of denial of service (DOS) attack,
which is amplified by the particulars of BGP behavior (namely,
RFD tuning parameters), and present a detailed quantitative
analysis of its impact. Another dimension of our study is to
incorporate realistic route selection policies. We quantify the
impacts of attacks on BGP performance under three scenarios:
one involving no policy and two increasingly restrictive policies,
which are based on service provider relationships. Our study
also develops an understanding of the sensitivity of routing
performance to the topological focus of the attack region. The
three areas of routing performance sensitivity, when subjected
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to session attacks, addressed here are: (a) Protocol aware attacks
(e.g., tuned to RFD), (b) Route selection policy, and (c) Attack-
region topology. Our analytical results provide insights into the
nature of the problem and impact of the attacks. Detailed packet-
level simulation results complement the analytical results and
provide many useful insights as well. We also quantify the effect
of BGP Graceful Restart (BGP-GR) [34] mechanism on partial
mitigation of the RFD-based BGP vulnerability.

In the rest of this paper, Section II presents an understanding
of how random peering session attacks may trigger the RFD
penalty and cause routes to enter the RFD suppression state.
In Sections III and IV, the analytical model of RFD behavior
during BGP session attacks and numerical results based on the
analysis are presented, respectively. An analysis of the benefits
of using BGP-GR mechanism is presented in Section V. Our
SSFNet-BGP based attack simulation framework and models
are described in Section VI. Section VII deals with simulation
results and their discussion.

II. BGP ATTACKS WITH EXPLOITATION OF ROUTE FLAP
DAMPING

We start here by providing brief introductions to the princi-
ples of BGP Minimum Route Advertisement Interval (MRAI)
and the Route Flap Damping (RFD). These collectively play
a role in the models we develop to characterize the impact
of peering sessions attacks and concomitant RFD exploitation.
MRAI is a sender-side peering discipline designed to control
the BGP update-processing load. Values of MRAI are randomly
chosen in the range of 22.5s to 30s on per peer basis. In
the example in Fig. 1, router R1 receives in quick succession
three BGP updates: U1-A about prefix A, and U2-B and U3-B
about prefix B from different peers. These updates may arrive
temporally close to each other at R1, but the MRAI at R1 causes
them to be coalesced into fewer updates and/or separated from
one another by at least an MRAI in their propagation to peer
router R2. After processing, R1 sends update U4-A about prefix
A to R2. Further, R1’s route computation coalesces U2-B and
U3-B into as single update U5-B, which is sent to peer R2
separated by an MRAI from U4-A. This example illustrates
that the quantity and rate of updates can be potentially reduced
due to MRAI.

R1 R2

U1-A
U2-B

U4-AU1-A
U2-B

U5-B

U3-B

U3-B MRAI

Fig. 1. The role of MRAI in update propagation.

RFD is a method for receiver side route monitoring and
suppression of oscillations or unstable paths. An upstream router
assigns an incremental RFD penalty to a peer and destination
(i.e., prefix) combination each time it receives a BGP update
pertaining to that combination. If the RFD penalty exceeds
a preset cutoff threshold, then the route is suppressed and

A DCB

Random BGP 
peering session 
attacks

Network of 
many ASs

• Attacker conducts random BGP peering 
session attacks into the cloud with 
some probability of success

• RFD behavior on either of these links is 
exploited by the attacker

Multiple AS paths 
from C to B

Fig. 2. Illustration of random BGP peering session attacks.

withdrawals are sent to neighbors about the prefix in question.
The RFD penalty is allowed to decay exponentially with a
chosen halftime (i.e., decay constant). When it drops below
a chosen reuse threshold, then the route is no longer sup-
pressed and updates are once again processed for the peer-prefix
combination in question. Table I shows the values of various
RFD parameters for two common commercial implementations
labeled as Vendors A and B; the two sets of numbers are
later used in this paper for a sensitivity study relative to RFD
parameters.

There are many different attack possibilities on the BGP
routing infrastructure; an enumeration of BGP attacks is pro-
vided in [17]. We focus on attacks that cause the BGP peering
sessions to be reset. A common way to reset a BGP peer-
ing session is to reset or attack the underlying Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) connection. There are several known
vulnerabilities associated with TCP and the Internet Control
Message Protocol (ICMP), which could be exploited to cause
TCP connection-reset attacks [11]-[15]. One example is the
“slipping in the window” TCP reset attack, which received a
lot of attention recently [14]-[15]. The success of this attack
depends on the attacker’s ability to correctly guess a TCP
sequence number within a TCP flow control window. Spoofed
ICMP error messages to cause TCP reset have also been brought
to attention recently [11]. The ICMP based attacks causing TCP
resets do not require guessing the TCP sequence number. Hard
or soft ICMP error messages can be potentially spoofed to
cause TCP resets. The details regarding ICMP attacks against
TCP are discussed in [11]. Fig. 2 illustrates how random BGP

TABLE I
RFD PARAMETER VALUES.

RFD Parameter Vendor A Vendor B
Withdrawal penalty 1000 1000

Re-advertisement penalty 0 1000
Attribute change penalty 500 500

Cutoff threshold 2000 3000
Half time 900s 900s

Reuse threshold 750 750
Max suppress time 3600s 3600s

Max penalty 12000 12000

peering session attacks can lead to exploitation of the RFD by
attackers, and cause prolonged AS-prefix isolations. Here each
node in the network represents an AS as well as a prefix (i.e.,
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Fig. 3. Illustration of update message propagation and RFD penalty accumu-
lation for the preferred AS path between nodes B and D.

destination). The figure illustrates that there may be multiple
AS paths between ASs B and C. What is in the cloud is a
network of many ASs. The attackers are assumed to have some
capability available that they use to launch BGP peering session
attacks into the network, and depending on their method and
collective resources, there is a measurable probability of success
for each peering session attack. A successful attack would cause
a peering session to be terminated, and cause the affected ASs
to send withdrawals about all the prefixes in their routing tables
that are rendered unreachable. The RFD behavior on links A-
B and C-D would be exploited due to the attacks, and major
outages (isolations) can result due to: (1) D imposing RFD
suppression on (C,B) peer-prefix combination and all prefixes
reachable via B, and (2) Likewise for A and (B,C).
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Fig. 4. Illustration of RFD penalty based cutoff and recovery.

The details of how this suppression works are further ex-
plained with the help of Fig. 3, where a linear topology
(representing a single AS path), consistent with the individual
alternate AS paths between B and D in Fig. 2, is considered. In
Fig. 3, the progression of BGP updates horizontally from left
to right is in the spatial dimension (hop to hop), and vertically
from top to bottom is the progression of time. The figure shows
three BGP peering session attacks happening on three different
hops (B-I, J-K, K-L) in the AS path at different times. It shows
the flow of updates, classified as either Withdrawals (WD), Re-
advertisements (Re-Adv), or Attribute-Change (AttrCh)). The

BGP nodes along the way cause the updates to be separated by
MRAI intervals. It is assumed that the peering session that was
attacked is able to recover within a short time as compared to
the MRAI. This quick recovery can occur, for example, when
a BGP session is forced to terminate by a TCP reset attack.
The BGP session is automatically reestablished immediately
after the TCP connection is restored between the affected peers.
An attack causes a withdrawal to be sent to neighbors and
a recovery causes a Re-Adv to be sent. When C receives a
withdrawal about B, if an alternate path is available (see Fig. 2),
then C sends an Attribute-Change update to D informing D of
an alternate route to B. When C receives a Re-Adv about B,
it reverts to the previous path, and again sends an Attribute-
Change update to D informing D of the reversal to the previous
path. While these updates about B from peer C are received at D,
the RFD penalty for B at D via peer C increases, and exceeds
the cutoff threshold following just three attacks as shown in
the Figs. 3 and 4. This essentially isolates D from B and all
prefixes reachable via B. In most implementations of BGP, if
another attack is launched along the AS path before the RFD
penalty reaches below reuse threshold, then the suppression (and
isolation) continues even longer (see Fig. 4). When an update
is regarded as a flap, the RFD penalty will be incremented due
to the update even when the RFD is in a decay mode. Thus,
attackers can effectively tune the attack rate to be at intervals
roughly equal to MRAI or longer, trigger AS-prefix isolation
within minutes, and sustain the isolation for long periods with
a much slower rate of additional attacks.

III. ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR PEERING SESSION ATTACKS
TRIGGERING RFD CUTOFF

The purpose of the analytical model presented here is to
predict the probability of AS-prefix isolation under suitable
assumptions regarding the attack characteristics. As described
earlier, AS-prefix isolations are the result of the RFD penalty
exceeding the cutoff on all alternative paths between the AS
and the prefix. Here we assume that the attacks happen inde-
pendently on any of the BGP peering sessions in the cloud of
Fig. 2. Thus chances are that the RFD penalty will exceed the
cutoff on different AS paths between BGP routers B and C
in quick succession of one another. Thus, it is a reasonable
approximation if we derive the probability of RFD penalty
exceeding the cutoff for the longest AS path between B and
C, and approximate that to the AS-prefix isolation probability
in question. It can be reasoned that this would be in fact a good
and slightly conservative approximation.

As shown in Fig. 5, we model the AS path between the end-
points of interest as n-1 BGP peering sessions (BGP router 1 to
BGP router n). For purposes of modeling, we assume (without
loss of generality) that the peering session between BGP routers
n and n+1 does not come under attack. The RFD penalty at BGP
router n+1 is to be modeled in order to determine the probability
of isolation at BGP router n+1 in relation to the peer router n,
destination router 1 and prefixes reachable via 1. Attacks spaced
closer than MRAI interval do not speed up the time to isolation
and hence it is meaningful to assume that the attacks would be
spaced approximately at MRAI time intervals. We assume that
a router’s control plane may be compromised with probability
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destination 1 (also all subsequent destinations reachable 
via router 1). 

Fig. 5. Analytical model for AS-prefix isolation probability.

p and an associated BGP peering session may be then attacked
with probability q. Thus the probability of a successful BGP
peering session attack is Q = pq. The model we describe below
derives the probability that route suppression happens due to
RFD at BGP router n+1 for peer n and destination 1. The model
also predicts the probability that the attackers can sustain the
RFD in suppression state, and thus cause prolonged isolation
between router n+1 and destination 1.
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Fig. 6. Time-space model for relating RFD penalty accumulation to attacks
and derivation of probability of successful AS-prefix isolation.

The basic principle of the time-space model of the attacks
and RFD penalty accumulation can be explained with the help
of Fig. 6. In the time-space matrix illustrated in Fig. 6, each
cell represents a hop (or BGP peering session) location and the
time in multiples of MRAI. Although the MRAI is a variable
in the range 22.5s to 30s, here we assume it be a constant with
a fixed value of 26s. The X’s in the figure represent peering
session attacks. Just to get a conservative estimate of how soon
the RFD penalty could accumulate, we make two reasonable as-
sumptions: (1) Attacks occur at intervals approximately matched
to MRAI, and (2) When an attack happens, no other updates
have recently happened within approximately an MRAI time
so that the updates resulting from the attack in consideration
propagate quickly across from left to right in Fig. 6 well within
an MRAI time interval. The second assumption is aided in its
accuracy partially due to the first assumption. To describe the
stochastic model, let us define the following parameters:

C = cutoff threshold,
R = reuse threshold,
H = halftime (decay parameter),
T = MRAI time,
P = incremental RFD penalty incurred per successful attack

event,
n = number of BGP nodes in the AS path subject to attacks

(see Fig. 6),
Q = Prob.{a BGP peering session attack is successful},
θ = Prob.{AS path of n ASs is successfully attacked at one

or more BGP peering sessions},
E = Elapsed time from the time of beginning of BGP session

attacks (in multiples of MRAI),
RP (n + 1; n, 1; iT ) = RFD penalty at router n+1 for peer n

and destination 1 at time iT ,
α(n, k) = Prob.{RP (n + 1; n, 1; iT ) > C for some i ∈

(1, k) | E = kT}.
In the above definitions, the incremental RFD penalty, P ,

incurred per successful attack is assumed to be one number
even though Table I shows different penalty values for dif-
ferent types of updates. This is because in the system we
are modeling, each BGP session attack eventually produces a
pair of attribute-change updates between nodes C and D (see
Fig. 3) or between nodes n and n+1 in our analytical model
in Fig. 6. These attribute-change updates are still decipherable
by the receiving peer as corresponding to withdrawal (implicit)
or re-advertisement. In effect, corresponding to each successful
attack, the net incremental penalty, P , will be 1000 (=1000 +
0) for the case of Vendor A and 2000 (=2*1000) for the case
of Vendor B. The key performance metric of interest in this
analysis is α(n, k), the probability that the attackers can cause
RFD triggered AS-prefix isolations in kT time interval or less.

From Fig. 6, given that there are n BGP peering sessions in
the AS-path of interest, it can be deduced that the probability,
θ, of successful BGP attack on the (n-1)-hop AS path in an
MRAI interval is given by

θ = 1− (1−Q)n−1. (1)

The probability, βi(n, k), that there are i successful attacks on
the (n-1)-hop AS path in time kT (equivalently, k successive
MRAI intervals), is given by

βi(n, k) =
k!

i!(k − i)!
θi(1− θ)k−i, i ≤ k. (2)

Let us define km as the absolute least number of successful
BGP attacks needed on the AS-path in consideration to cause
the RFD penalty to exceed the cutoff threshold, C. Then, we
have

km = dC
P
e. (3)

Clearly, if km consecutive MRAI intervals have successful
peering session attacks, and if there were no exponential decay,
then the cumulative penalty would meet or exceed the cutoff
threshold, C. However, in reality, the exponential decay of RFD
penalty must be taken into account (see Fig. 7). If the attacks
are bunched together (closely spaced), and located towards the
beginning or the end of the k-MRAI interval, then the decay
would be too much or too little, respectively, and would not lead
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Fig. 7. Model for estimation of attacks needed to push penalty above cutoff.

to a realistic estimate of minimum number of attacks needed to
exceed the cutoff. Thus, while taking the exponential decay into
consideration, it is reasonable to assert that the attacks in the
k-MRAI time period can be spread nearly evenly to derive a
realistic estimate of the minimum number of attacks, jmin(k),
needed to meet or exceed the cutoff threshold, C (see Fig. 7).
Thus, for a given k, the jmin(k) can be estimated by finding the
smallest integer j for which the following inequality is satisfied:

P

j−1∑
i=0

2{−
ikT

(j−1)H
} > C, k ≥ km. (4)

Once jmin(k) is known, then the key performance of metric
interest, α(n, k), is derived as follows:

α(n, k) =
k∑

i=jmin(k)

βi(n, k), k ≥ km. (5)

Based on available BGP protocol descriptions in the
literature[32][33], it appears that the RFD specifications require
the penalty be incremented even when the RFD is in a cutoff
(suppression) state, provided that the received update is a flap.
As a result, it is possible that, if another attack is launched along
the AS path before the decaying RFD penalty reaches below
the reuse threshold, then the RFD penalty may be incremented
further until the maximum penalty value (12000) is reached
(see Table I). Thus, route suppression and AS-prefix isolation
continue even longer (as previously noted in Fig. 4). We define
the probability of sustenance, Psus, as the probability that
the AS-prefix isolation, once reached, is sustained further by
launching at least one additional successful peering session
attack on the AS-path in consideration before the RFD penalty
goes below the reuse threshold. This probability of sustenance,
Psus, is given by

Psus = 1− (1− θ)d
H(log2

C
R

)
T e. (6)

This equation essentially estimates the probability that at least
one successful attack can be launched on the AS-path in
consideration during the decay time from the cutoff threshold,
C, to the reuse threshold, R.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS FROM ANALYTICAL MODEL

In this section, we present some numerical results based on
the analytical model of the preceding section. The probability

that AS-prefix isolation happens in time t seconds or less is
shown for the case of n = 4 hops in Fig. 8. In this plot, we also
show the sensitivities to the vendor parameters as well as to the
probability of success of a peering attack, Q. The performance
(or vulnerability) is worse for Vendor B because the incremental
penalty per successful attack (withdrawal plus re-advertisement)
is much higher for Vendor B (2000) vs. Vendor A (1000). This
effect is dominating even though Vendor B has a higher cutoff
threshold than Vendor A (see Table I). As would be expected,
Fig. 8 also shows that higher probability of AS-prefix isolation
occurs for higher values of Q.
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With longer duration of attacks or larger area of vulnerability
in the network, the attackers have a greater chance to be
successful. This is illustrated in Fig. 9 where the probability
of AS-prefix isolation goes higher as the number of hops, n, in
the AS-path increases. It is generally known that the typical AS-
path length in the Internet is about 4. The 3-D plot of Fig. 10
further illustrates how the probability of AS-prefix isolation
increases with the number of hops as well as the time duration of
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attacks. Fig. 11 shows the probability of sustenance, Psus, as a
function of Q (see Eq. 6). It illustrates that it is probabilistically
much easier to sustain the AS-prefix isolation as compared
to achieving the isolation initially (see explanation leading to
derivation of Eq. 6).

V. BENEFIT OF BGP GRACEFUL RESTART

The BGP graceful restart (BGP-GR) mechanism [34] gives a
downed router (downed in the control plane only) time to restart
without peers withdrawing its routes. This option is negotiated
between peers at the time of BGP peering session establishment.
Two flags bits used in capability advertisement during BGP-GR
negotiations are: 1) Restart bit - used to indicate if router has
restarted; 2) Forwarding bit - used to tell a peer router that the
capability exists to preserve forwarding state through a restart
period. Once a router has announced its BGP-GR capability,
during its restart (of BGP or BGP peering session) its neighbors
do not immediately delete routes via that peer so that undue
route flapping is prevented. A restart timer is used at each
peer to determine how long it would wait before deleting stale
neighbor routes. If the BGP open message is not received from
the restarting router before the expiry of the restart timer, then
the restart is presumed failed, routes previously announced by
that peer are deleted, and withdrawals are sent.
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Fig. 12. Probability of adverse impact on routing as a function of peering
session attack rate for BGP with/without GR (Q = 0.25, n = 4).

Without BGP-GR, it is expected that the peering session
attacks exploiting RFD behavior would be much more feasible.
BGP-GR helps mitigate the effects of this type of attack. We
have extended the analysis of Section III to model the impact
of peering session attacks when BGP-GR is used. The analysis
of Section III has been slightly modified to start with a Poisson
attack arrival model for the BGP peering session attacks. As
previously stated, each attack would have a given probability of
success. From these assumptions the probability of a successful
session attack, Q, on a BGP peering session in an MRAI interval
can be determined. Thus, Q would now be a function of the
attack arrival rate. Now the equations of Section III can be
readily used to derive performance metrics of interest as a
function of the attack arrival rate.

To model the effect of BGP-GR, it is to be noted that BGP-
GR allows a router’s control plane (or BGP peering sessions)
to be attacked many times over the duration of the restart timer
without causing any disruptions in the forwarding plane. The
attackers have to persistently attack within each BGP session
recovery time over the duration of the restart timer in order
to cause the peers to send withdrawals. We capture this in our
analytical model of the attack effects with BGP-GR. The plots
shown in Fig. 12 comparing the performance with and without
BGP graceful restart (GR) are very instructive. We assume here
that the BGP-GR restart timer is 120s and the BGP session
recovery time is about 4s (much smaller in reality when TCP
reset attack causes BGP session closure). The three plots to the
left in Fig. 12 show the probability that AS-prefix isolation can
be achieved in 5 min, 7.5 min, and 10 min, respectively, at
comparatively low rates of peering session attacks when BGP-
GR is not used. In contrast, at least two orders of magnitude
higher rates of attacks are required in order to even cause forced
withdrawals by peers when BGP-GR is used.

There seem to be some practical concerns about use of BGP-
GR. Most newer BGP routers in the service provider networks
have BGP-GR capability but it is very rarely (if at all) turned
on. A BGP best practices document from the NISCC notes that
“Several providers (US) suggest that the cost of implementing
this feature [BGP-GR] outweighs the benefits” [15]. Based on
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an informal survey of some ISPs, we found that their customers
seem to prefer, in the case of multi-homing, that routing be done
via a completely healthy BGP router (including control plane)
rather than use BGP-GR over a route where the control plane
is compromised. Their preference seems to be in that they wish
to avoid a BGP router that is in recovery because it could have
stale routing information in its Forwarding Information Base
(FIB).

VI. DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATION MODEL

Our simulation environment is based on the Scalable Simu-
lation Framework Network (SSFNet) [29]. SSFNet provides a
set of modules to simulate traffic at the IP layer and above. To
support our work, we made several extensions and modifications
to the TCP/IP and BGP modules. The default version of SSFNet
does not come with a complete TCP state machine. Here code
was added to produce proper failure messages and warnings
as well as the detection of half open TCP connections. This
extension allowed the simulation of spoofed TCP session resets,
which in turn simulates BGP session attacks.

The existing implementation of the BGP protocol in SSFNet
also had to be extended. The set of BGP modules that come
with the SSFNet distribution did not include the “uncontrolled
shutdown” of a BGP sessions. This scenario occurs if a suc-
cessful hostile attack on the underlying TCP session results in
a breakdown of the transport connection. Here the interaction
between BGP and TCP as well as the proper shutdown and
restart mechanism within BGP had to be implemented. This
included reinitializing the RFD penalties (for prefixes reached
via each other) to zero at each of the two affected peers
after BGP session shutdown and reestablished. We used the
RFD implementation available in SSFNet BGP (with our afore-
mentioned modification), which is based on RFC 2439 [32].

In addition to the extension of existing modules, we designed
a BGP attack modeling framework. This framework allows the
installation and configuration of individual “attacker” modules
into each BGP router. All modules have some basic attributes in
common, such as attack execution probability, module activation
start time, and duration of attack activity. These parameters
can be scripted for each AS or AS-group separately and/or
for all ASs globally. For this study, we use a single type
of attack module, namely, a TCP-Session Attacker. We are
currently in the process of designing and running experiments
with other types of attack modules, such as BGP message
spoofing/tampering attacks and other protocol aware attacks
(besides the one presented here). These are being documented
elsewhere [31].

The following choices of BGP parameters and features are
common to all simulation experiments in this study: (1) Vendor
A’s RFD parameters are used (see Table I); (2) MRAI is
randomly chosen each time at each BGP router from a uniform
distribution over the range 22.5s to 30s; (3) If two AS-paths
have equal cost in BGP route computation, then tie breaking
based on lower IP address of peer AS is used; (4) Split horizon
with poison reverse is used for loop prevention.

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For packet-level (i.e., BGP message-level) simulations, we
allow the network a start-up and initial stabilization time of
500s, by which time all routes have converged to their respective
stable routes. The attacks are launched starting at 500s, and go
on for 500s for each of the experiments (grid and down-sampled
realistic topology cases). It may be noted that our observation
interval is on the order of 1000’s of seconds with temporal
snapshots taken every 10s. This is done so that the MRAI and
RFD related ripple effects of the attacks are captured well, and
the observation interval goes well beyond the time when these
ripple effects settle down. When RFD penalty is triggered, the
many route restorations to respective stable paths happen after
1000’s of seconds following the attacks. Note that the halftime
of the exponential decay of RFD penalty is 900s. Hence, the
observation time should be at least several 1000’s of seconds.

In all our experiments, the nodes represent ASs as well as
destinations (i.e., prefixes). In the grid as well as the realistic
topology, each AS contains one destination or prefix.

We now proceed to present simulation results based on a
canonical grid (Section VII-A) and a down-sampled realistic
topology (Section VII-B). The route selection policy and attack-
region topology considerations are described and incorporated
only in the case of simulations with the down-sampled realistic
topology in Section VII-B.

A. Grid Topology

We first consider a canonical grid topology with no policy
constraint, which offers many alternate paths between any two
ASs. We used the following network and attack parameters: (1)
16x16 grid topology (256 BGP nodes or routers); (2) Attacks
can occur on any of the 144 BGP peering sessions associated
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Fig. 13. Unreachability times for node-prefix pairs: (a) vs. (b) comparison
highlights amplification attributable to RFD.
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Fig. 14. Count of AS-prefix pairs unreachable: comparison shows that
unreachability lasts about eight times longer for the case with RFD.

with the center 8x8 subgrid; (3) Attack duration is 500s; (4)
Attack duration is divided into 50 intervals of 10s each, and
there is the potential for one BGP session attack per peering
session in each interval; (5) The probability of success of each
session attack is assumed to be 25%; (6) The timing of an attack
is uniformly random within each segment.

Here we attempt to provide insights into the impacts due to
the attacks in terms of several performance metrics related to
route stability and degradation of route quality. In the results that
follow, the metrics will be compared for the cases of (a) without
RFD and (b) with RFD. The purpose of this comparison is to
show how the attacks, when tuned to protocol specifics (RFD,
MRAI), can cause much more amplified damage to the routing
infrastructure than otherwise.

For the purpose of this study, the unreachability time between
a node and a prefix is defined as the total time (summed over
possibly multiple occurrences) that the prefix is unreachable
from the node during an experiment’s observation interval. In
Fig. 13, the unreachability times are plotted in 3D as a function
of the node and prefix IDs, and a comparison is shown between
two cases: (a) without use of RFD and (b) with use of RFD.
Because of the intense nature of the attacks, many prefixes are
rendered unreachable from almost any node for some duration
of time during the observation period. What is most striking
in Fig. 13 is the fact that the node-prefix unreachability time
in the case with RFD is typically larger by more than an
order of magnitude as compared to that in the case without
RFD (approximately 4500s and 350s for the cases with RFD
and without RFD, respectively). While RFD serves its purpose
in terms of damping undesirable route flaps during normal
operation of the Internet, it could however, aid the malicious
attackers in terms of amplifying the impact of focused attacks.

This observation is further reinforced when we look at
another important metric in Fig. 14. The count of AS-prefix
pairs unreachable is a very useful routing performance metric
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Fig. 15. BGP update count as a function of time: (a) vs. (b) comparison shows
the suppression followed by flurry of updates after RFD penalty decays.

since it tells us the total number of such pairs where the prefix in
each pair is unreachable from the corresponding AS at a given
time. The span of the x-axis (the time span) before the count of
AS-prefix pairs unreachable goes down to zero is important to
note in interpreting Fig. 14. This time span is about 560s in the
case without RFD while the same is about 4000s in the case
with use of RFD. The attacks last for 500s. Without RFD it takes
about 60s (1060s - 500s - 500s) after that for all the routes to
converge back to reachable routes (mostly stable routes) while it
takes about 3500s (4500s - 500s - 500s) for the same to happen
when RFD is in use. In the case of BGP without RFD, at most
2339 AS-prefix pairs are rendered unreachable by the attacks,
all recovering quickly after the attacks subside. By comparison,
in the case of BGP with RFD, about 4500 AS-prefix pairs are
rendered unreachable, lasting for a prolonged period even after
the attacks subside.

The reason for the plateau in the recovery of routes in Fig. 14
can be explained as follows. We observed that when the RFD
penalty exceeds the cutoff threshold of 2000, in many cases
it exceeds the same by approximately a withdrawal penalty of
1000. Thus, for many of RFD affected AS-prefix pairs when the
RFD exponential decay begins after a cutoff, it starts to decay
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from a value just under 3000. From there, it takes about 1800s to
decay to the value of the RFD reuse threshold (=750). Hence, a
large number of AS-prefix pairs see an unreachability duration
of 1800s and other pairs experience even larger durations of
unreachability. This gives rise to the AS-prefix unreachability
plateau in Fig. 14, followed by recovery to their respective stable
paths. The isolation of a majority of AS-prefix pairs due to
RFD cutoff begins at various times in the 500s to 1000s attack
interval, and the recoveries occur gradually in the approximate
interval of 2500s to 6000s depending on the accumulated values
RFD penalty and their binary-exponential decay.

Fig. 15 shows the BGP update count vs. time for cases (a)
without RFD and (b) with RFD. The update count is the num-
ber of updates seen network-wide, collected over ten-second
intervals. The update counts are classified as advertisements
and withdrawals. It can be observed that the update activity in
Fig. 15 temporally correlates with the rise and fall of number
of AS-prefix pairs unreachable in Fig. 14. When session attacks
are launched on many of the BGP sessions in the network

over an attack interval of 500s (500s to 1000s), a sharp rise
follows in the number of updates and also in the number of
AS-prefix pairs unreachable. The second flurry of updates after
the initial big flurry in Fig. 15b can be again explained with
the RFD exponential decay arguments (as was done explaining
Fig. 14). These updates in the 2200s to 6000s time interval
correspond to the gradual recovery of RFD-suppressed paths;
the update announcements dominate over withdrawals. It may
also be noted that a portion of the updates in the second flurry
was observed to be explicit withdrawals, which result when
routes are restored to stable paths and the split-horizon (with
poison reverse) mechanism generates necessary withdrawals to
avoid loops. The updates subside in about 800s from the onset
of attacks in the case of without RFD versus about 5500s in
the case with RFD. Looking at the details in the first 800s
in Fig. 15a, it can be noted that the periodic mini-spikes in
the update count happen at intervals of about 20s to 30s. This
corresponds to the MRAI, which randomly varies from 22.5s
to 30s. MRAI causes bunching to occur in the propagation of
updates in the network. These MRAI influenced mini-spikes are
seen for both advertisements as well as withdrawals.

Two other routing performance metrics of interest are related
to route deviations from the stable routes and can be regarded
as route quality metrics. These are (1) the cumulative time
away from the stable paths over all routes network-wide, and
(2) the cumulative number of routes that have returned to their
respective stable paths network-wide. In Figs. 16 and 17, these
metrics are plotted versus time, and compared for the cases
of (a) without RFD and (b) with RFD. At the end of the
observation interval in Fig. 16, the cumulative time away from
the stable paths is higher by a factor of 3.5 for the case with
RFD (≈ 4.5 × 107s) as compared to that for the case without
RFD (≈ 1.3 × 107s). Now looking at Fig. 17, fewer route
deviations are observed in the case with RFD because some of
the routes have already been suppressed shortly after the onset
of attacks, and hence are not subject to deviations. However,
the suppressed routes wait through the long exponential RFD
decay period before they are restored to their stable paths. In
the case without RFD, all affected routes return to stable paths
within tens of seconds after the attacks subside. However, the
same takes thousands of seconds in the case with RFD.

B. Down-Sampled Realistic Topology

Now we proceed to present results based on a down-sampled
realistic AS-level topology. Here we also focus on the effects
that service provider policies for route selection may have on
routing performance under peering session attacks. Detailed and
useful data about the AS-level topology of the Internet are
available from the UCLA Internet Research Lab [35]. We have
developed algorithms that work with this detailed data to down-
sample and prune the very large topology (about 23000 ASs
and 96000 BGP peering links) to a smaller topology that can be
handled in our SSF-based BGP simulations. The details of these
algorithms are discussed in [31]. The algorithms inherently
guarantee that the down-sampling of ASs and pruning of peering
links are done in such a way that (1) there are no disjoint
networks in the reduced topology, and (2) each AS in a lower
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tier is connected to at least one AS in the tier immediately
above it. With the use of these algorithms, we obtained a down-
sampled realistic AS-level topology that consists of 256 ASs and
753 peering links. Two illustrations of this topology are shown
in Figs. 18 and 19 in 2-D and 3-D visualizations, respectively.
Our algorithm also assigns tier levels to ASs from the highest
to the lowest tier levels based on the richness of ASs’ peering
connectivity. Table II shows the details of this topology in terms
of numbers of ASs and peering links within each tier as well
as between tiers. The numbers of ASs in Tiers 1, 2 and 3 are
8, 40 and 208, respectively. The network is almost a full mesh
for the Tier 1 ASs. Each Tier 1 AS is peered with 26.8 Tier 2
ASs on average. Each Tier 2 AS is peered with 5.4 Tier 1 ASs
and 5 Tier 2 ASs on average. Thus there is very rich peering
connectivity at the two top tiers of the topology. Each Tier 2
AS is peered with about ten Tier 3 ASs (customers) on average.
Each Tier 3 AS has two Tier 2 peers on average. Many of the
Tier 3 ASs are stub nodes. Overall, the network-wide average
for the peering connectivity is 5.9.

3 Tiers; 
256 ASs

Fig. 18. Down-sampled realistic AS level topology in 2D view.

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

8 ASs

40 ASs

208 
ASs

Fig. 19. Down-sampled realistic AS level topology in 3D view.

We consider two route selection policies based on service
provider peering relationships. As illustrated in Fig.20, the

TABLE II
PROPERTIES OF THE DOWN-SAMPLED REALISTIC TOPOLOGY.

# ASs # Peering Links Avg. # Peering
Links per AS

Tier 1 8
Tier 2 40
Tier 3 208

Tier 1-1 27 6.8
Tier 1-2 214 26.8
Tier 2-2 100 5
Tier 2-3 412 10.3
Tier 3-3 0 0

Network-wide 256 753 5.9
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Fig. 20. Example AS-level network for policy illustration.

TABLE III
ROUTE SELECTION POLICY SPECIFICATIONS.

Route Selection Rule Peering Link
Designations

Policy 1 [U|T]*[D|T]* All intra-Tier links
are Transit (T)

Policy 2 {[U|T]*[D|T]*} OR All intra-Tier links
{[U]*[P]?[D]*} in Tier 1 are Transit (T);

All intra-Tier links
in Tier 2 are Private (P)

peering relationship between ASs of different ISPs (within a
Tier) may be designated as Transit (T) or Private (P). Also
illustrated in Fig.20 are U/D (Up/Down) links, which carry
traffic up and down between tiers. A transit link allows carriage
of any transit traffic. Generally, Tier 1 (i.e., core) ASs serve as
transit points and their peering links carry transit traffic for the
tiers below in an unrestrictive manner. Traffic that originated
in any tier is allowed to pass over multiple hops in Tier 1
before it terminates at a Tier 1 AS or goes down to a Tier
2 AS. However, Tier 2 ISPs may be regional and hence more
restrictive in terms of their routing policy. They may designate
their peering links as private (P) and allow for carriage of transit
traffic only between their direct customers in the tier directly
below. Keeping these possible peering arrangements in mind, we
consider two route selection policies as described in Table III.
In Policy 1, all links within each tier are assumed to be type T
and any number of transit hops are permitted within a tier for
the traffic coming from a tier above or below or from within the
same tier. However, the only restriction in Policy 1 is that once
the traffic utilizes a D link, it cannot traverse a U link after
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that. This is specified by the [U|T]*[D|T]* formula, where |
indicates ”OR” function and * indicates unrestrictive number
of usages. Policy 2 on the other hand is much more restrictive.
As described in Table III, in Policy 2 it is assumed that all links
in Tier 2 are P links. Further, each of these P links only allows
transit for data of the customer ASs in Tier 3 that are directly
connected to one of the two peering ASs that share the P link.
Thus in Policy 2, once traffic traverses a P link, it can only use
D link(s) after that. This is specified by the general formula
{[U|T]*[D|T]*} OR {[U]*[P]?[D]*}, where ? indicates zero or
one use. The first principle for route selection is still lowest
hop-count (i.e., highest linkpref value) but the candidate routes
must meet the policy restrictions additionally. The number of
feasible routes for an AS-prefix pair will be in decreasing order
from the case of no policy to Policy 1 to Policy 2.

For the simulation experiments, the basic attack parameters
are as follow: (1) Attack duration is 500s; (2) Attack duration is
divided into 50 intervals of 10s each, and there is the potential
for one attack per peering session in each interval; (3) The
probability of success of each peering session attack is assumed
to be 25%; and (4) The timing of the attack is uniformly random
within each interval. The topology of the attack region is varied
as described below. The set of experiments we performed with

TABLE IV
LIST OF EXPERIMENTS WITH DOWN-SAMPLED REALISTIC TOPOLOGY.

Experiment Attack region Policy
E1P0 All links subjected to attacks no Policy
E1P1 - do - Policy 1
E1P2 - do - Policy 2
E2P0 T1-T1 and T1-T2 links subjected to attacks no Policy
E2P1 - do - Policy 1
E2P2 - do - Policy 2
E3P0 Only T2-T3 links subjected to attacks no Policy
E3P1 - do - Policy 1
E3P2 - do - Policy 2

the down-sampled realistic topology are listed in Table IV.
There are essentially three sets of experiments based on the
attack-region topology: (1) All links: All peering links are
subject to session attacks, (2) T1-T1 and T1-T2 links: Only
the Tier 1 to Tier 1 and the Tier 1 to Tier 2 peering links are
subject to session attacks, and (3) T2-T3 links: Only the Tier
2 to Tier 3 peering links are subject to session attacks. Each
of these sets are further classified by policy: P0 represents no
policy is used, P1 represents Policy 1 is used and P2 represents
Policy 2 is used. There are 9 combinations of attack region
and policy. Accordingly, there are 9 experiments enumerated in
Table IV.

The BGP performance metrics that were considered for the
grid topology are also used here. Path-length is an additional
metric considered here. First, we present a result related to
the amplification of unreachability due to RFD. For this, we
consider Experiment E3P2 (attacks on T2-T3 links and Policy
2). Fig. 21 shows the count of AS-prefix pairs unreachable over
time, comparing the cases of BGP with RFD and without. We
note that at most about 5000 AS-prefix pairs are unreachable
for the case without RFD while about 25300 AS-prefix pairs
are unreachable for the case with RFD. The comparison is
even worse if we also take into consideration the maximum

time-spans of this unreachability, which are about 500s for the
case without RFD vs. about 3500s for the case with RFD.
These observations regarding amplification of unreachability
due to RFD are much more pronounced for the case of realistic
topology as compared to those for the grid topology that were
discussed earlier.
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Fig. 21. Count of AS-prefix pairs unreachable as a function of time: comparison
shows that unreachability gets much worse due to RFD.

Now we turn our attention to simulation results that examine
the sensitivity of BGP performance to policy and attack topol-
ogy, when the network is subjected to peering session attacks.
Fig. 22 shows the 3D plots of AS path-lengths for the steady
state (stable) case with policy 2 (P2) and the peak path-length
for each AS-prefix pair for Experiments E3P0, E3P1, and E3P2.
The peak path-length here is the longest path-length recorded
per AS-prefix pair during the experiment observation interval.
In this set of experiments, T2-T3 BGP peering sessions are
subjected to attacks with 25% probability (see experiment de-
tails stated earlier). Although not shown in the figure, the stable
path-length plots for policy 1 (P1) and no policy (P0) cases are
very closely similar to that for P2 that is shown in Fig. 22.
These stable path-lengths are small and four-hops long at most.
However, under attack conditions, some the shortest paths are
suppressed due to RFD and longer paths are used instead.
The corresponding path lengths (peak value under transient
conditions due to attacks) are typically about 2-times, 6-times,
and 3-times longer for the cases of experiments E3P0, E3P1 and
E3P2, respectively. These increased path-lengths are sensitive
to policy and topology. Due to the impact of attacks, Policy 1
makes use of fairly long alternate routes through multiple Tier 2
nodes. However, many of the same routes are not usable in the
case of Policy 2 because it is much more restrictive than Policy
1. When more alternate paths are available and allowed for use
by a policy in effect, then the AS-prefix unreachability times
would be correspondingly lower. This is depicted in Fig. 23.
The unreachability time increases from the least for the no
Policy case to the worst for Policy 2. In other words, the
performance impact is increasingly worse as we go from the
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Fig. 22. AS path-length comparison for various policies (Experiment set E3Px).

least restrictive to the most restrictive policy. Fig. 24 compares
the network-wide total AS-prefix unreachability time (over the
experiment observation interval) for all nine experiments (see
Table IV for the list of experiments). The unreachability time
clearly becomes worse with use of more restrictive policies. We
also observe in Fig. 24 that the same metric also dramatically
varies as a function of the attack topology. We will explain this
phenomenon in a moment after considering another metric of
interest, namely, the number of unreachable AS-prefix pairs.
This metric also behaves much the same way as the AS-
prefix unreachability time in its sensitivity to policy and attack-
region topology. This is evident by observing Figs. 25 and
26. Fig. 25 shows the number of unreachable AS-prefix pairs
versus simulation time for all cases of experiments (E1P0
through E3P2). There is a transient period from 500s to 1000s
when attacks are in progress, and BGP sessions are reset and
re-established. Subsequently the number of unreachable AS-
prefix pairs reaches a plateau when the unreachability is due
to prolonged RFD suppressions. For E2P0 and E2P1, the AS-
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Fig. 23. Unreachability time comparison for various policies (Experiment set
E3Px).

prefix unreachability counts are zero because both P0 and P1
policies allow for making ample use of alternate paths when
only the richly connected portion of the network is attacked.
The summary plots comparing the RFD-induced peak values of
the unreachability count across all nine experiments are shown
in Fig. 26.

We now provide further discussion of the results stated in
the preceding paragraph (namely, those in Figs. 22 through 26).
First, we notice that the impact of attacks on BGP performance
gets worse as the route selection policy gets more restrictive.
Policy 1 does not allow a path to use an inter-tier uplink if a
downlink has already been used. Policy 2, in addition to the
restriction of Policy 1, also assumes that all links in Tier 2 are
private (P) links and that they can be used for transit only once
in a path provided its use is immediately preceded by an uplink
and immediately followed by a downlink (see Table III). With
these restrictions, Policy 1 has much fewer alternate paths as
compared to that for the no policy case, and Policy 2 has much
fewer alternate paths than those for Policy 1. The vulnerability
to RFD suppression under session attacks gets worse as the
number of available alternate paths declines. It requires more
effort on part of an attacker to drive an AS-prefix pair toward
unreachability if the number of alternate paths for that pair is
higher. As for the sensitivity to topology of the attack region,
the vulnerability is lesser if the attacks are in a region where the
peering connectivity is richer and hence the available number
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of alternate paths is higher, which allow for better avoidance of
the attacked peering links in route selection. This is the reason
why the BGP routing performance is less degraded when the
attack-region is T1-T1/T1-T2 (core) links as compared to the
same when the attack-region is T2-T3 (edge) links. Many of the
Tier 3 ASs are stub nodes that have a single link (and single
point of failure) connectivity to the rest of the network. Hence,
attacking at the edges of the network (i.e., T2-T3 links) is more
harmful (or more productive from an attacker’s point of view)
as compared to attacking the core (i.e., T1-T1/T1-T2) links (see
Figs. 24, 25 and 26). It is important to keep in mind here that
the attacks are conducted on individual peering links and not
on a BGP router as a whole.
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Fig. 24. Network-wide unreachability time plotted for all combinations of
policy and attack topology.
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A result that is somewhat more dramatic is seen while
comparing the case of all-links attack region (E1Px set of
experiments) versus the partial-network attack region consisting
of T2-T3 links (E3Px set of experiments). The interesting
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Fig. 26. Peak number of AS-prefix pairs unreachable plotted for all combina-
tions of policy and attack topology.

question here is why are unreachability metrics (see Figs. 24, 25
and 26) much higher for the latter case as compared to that for
the former case? Note especially that in both cases each peering
link is attacked with equal energy, i.e., once every 10s with a
probability of success of 25% for 50 such successive intervals.
An answer for the above question emerges when we realize
that RFD penalties for the prefixes reached through a peer are
reinitialized when the peering session with that peer breaks
and restarts. When only the T2-T3 sessions are under repeated
attacks (E3Px set of experiments), then the RFD penalties build
up and quickly exceed the suppression threshold at Tier 1 nodes
for Tier 3 destinations via Tier 2 peers. However, if T1-T2
peering links may also come under attack (as in the case of
E1Px set of experiments), then the RFD penalties at Tier 1 nodes
for Tier 3 destinations will be frequently reset to zero and that
helps reduce the unreachability (or outage). The attackers can
exploit RFD as we have seen throughout of the results discussed
in this paper, but they could also overdo it as illustrated by the
comparison between E3Px vs. E1Px experiments. From Figs. 24
and 26, we also observe that even attacking the more richly
connected part of the network (T1-T1, T1-T2 links) causes
somewhat more unreachability than attacking the entire network
(e.g., compare E2P2 vs. E1P2).

Based on the above results and discussion, we note that if
malicious attacks are already targeted at the more vulnerable
edge (T2-T3) peering links, then it is beneficial from the
attackers’ point of view to abstain from attacking peering links
that are one or more hops away towards the core. From the
network operators’ perspective, it seems necessary that peering
session protection mechanisms must be provided not only in
the core ASs but they must also extend to the edge ASs (i.e.,
customers’ ASs).

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that routing attacks can be tuned to take
advantage of the BGP protocol behavior, and thus significantly
amplify the adverse impact of those attacks on the routing
infrastructure. RFD was designed to alleviate BGP processing
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overload and route flapping under non-malicious scenarios.
However, under certain BGP peering session attack scenarios,
the RFD facilitates further vulnerability in BGP by allowing
severe amplification of unreachability as well as degradation of
route quality. We have presented a detailed analytical study of
the impact of BGP peering session attacks that exploit the RFD.
Our results have revealed that it is possible for the attackers to
achieve a high probability of AS-AS and AS-prefix isolation by
attacks conducted at a rate roughly equal to once per Minimum
Route Advertisement Interval (MRAI), even with a low success
rate per BGP session attack. We have also shown that the RFD-
based BGP vulnerability can be partially mitigated by using the
BGP Graceful Restart (BGP-GR) mechanism.

We further studied the impact of BGP peering session attacks
with RFD exploitation through detailed packet-level network
simulations. The simulation results confirm that numerous pro-
longed isolations between ASs and prefixes are the result of
these protocol aware attacks. We have reported results on both a
canonical grid topology and a down-sampled realistic topology.
The results show that there is significant sensitivity of the
impact of attacks to the sub-topology over which attacks are
targeted. For instance, the attackers can selectively attack the
peering sessions at the edges (e.g., Tier 3 to Tier 2 links)
while abstaining from attacking the peering sessions on core
links and still cause worse impacts on routing performance
as compared to attacking over the entire network. Currently,
the edge links tend to be less rigorously managed. From the
network operators’ perspective, it seems necessary that strong
peering session protection mechanisms must be provided not
only in the core ASs but they must also extend to the edge
ASs (i.e., customers’ ASs). Our simulation results also show
that the use of route selection policy, while necessitated based
on service provider relationships, can have aggravating impacts
when the network is suffering malicious peering session attacks.
In general, networks with more restrictive route selection policy
tend to suffer more in terms of AS-prefix unreachability as
compared to those with less restrictive policy under the same
peering session attack scenarios.

The study reported here is a part of a larger ongoing effort
at NIST to identify and characterize the risks associated with
focused attacks of different types, including message spoof-
ing/tampering attacks, on the BGP infrastructure. The work
includes evaluation of the effectiveness and impact of various
proposed mitigation techniques [16][31].
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